INSPIRATION and
INFORMATION
for a sustainable screen art industry

Thank you for your support and interest in Greening the Screen 2015,
a joint BFI and BAFTA event. Both organisations agree that we must
act quickly to transition our industry to a sustainable and low carbon
future and that showcasing current best practice is an effective way to
share learning and help move film and TV in this direction.
We hope you enjoyed hearing from some of the leading practitioners
in the field of sustainable production. The following pages are to act as
an aide memoir, provide further information and help you take steps to
put sustainable production into practice.

Kevin Price
BFI and the BAFTA albert
consortium seek to support
sustainable production
across the industry with:
albert
A free carbon calculator to measure your
productionÕs footprint and track reductions.
albert+
An industry certification scheme to promote
sustainability and recognise green achievement
in the production process.

BAFTA Chief Operating Officer
and albert Consortium Chair
Kevin reminded us that Greening the Screen 2015 was about
celebrating the achievements of those who have put sustainable
production into practice so that the industry can continue to learn
and improve.
There is still much to do, but with some productions already shooting
entirely on green power, cutting crew transport and recycling rates
on the up, there are great examples to learn from.

Carol Comley

BFI Head of Film Policy

Media Greenhouse
The home of environmental sustainability for the
UK screen arts. The place to share, learn and
act on our impact.

Carol commented on the growing passion within the industry for action
on sustainability. At Greening the Screen we heard from some great
ambassadors and learnt about the breadth of current industry action
to support sustainability.

Carbon Literacy
A practical day of training on climate change
and sustainable with guidance on putting
sustainable production into practise.

On both BFI funded projects and elsewhere in the industry, we have
heard how we must ÔnormaliseÕ sustainable practices and make it easy
to track progress.

GreeningFilm.com
An information hub with ideas and news
for a sustainable film industry.

Alistair McGowan

Comic, WWF ambassador
and green industry champion
Alistair reminded us about the importance of cleaning up our
operations and getting green messages on screen, adding that it was
encouraging that many industry practitioners are aware of the need for
action and that together we can, and must do more.

WONDERS OF THE MONSOON

Paul Williams, Series Producer

Multi-location international productions are often the largest carbon culprits.
Filming atop of BorneoÕs Mount Kinabalu, one of the highest peaks in
South East Asia, the Wonders of the Monsoon team took an effective and
sustainable approach to the shoot with efficient equipment, power provision
and crew transport.
Avoiding generators with an innovative local power solution and using
international cameramen across six shoots, the team saved upwards of
100 tonnes of CO 2 by avoiding baggage transport and crew travel.
On the Borneo shoot they saved 56 tonnes of carbon by only travelling
once instead of three times, and by not using a generator on the mountain
they saved 100 litres of petrol Ð enough to get them from Bristol to
Edinburgh and back.
Paul curbed the Wonders of the Monsoon Õs footprint by:

• Collaborating with current and historic productions to share material;
• Using local crews;
• Searching for the latest technology online (Kickstarter, etc);
• Adapting kit so it could work with local power availability.
mediagreenhouse.co.uk/case-studies/wonders-of-the-monsoon

FACTUAL SUSTAINABILITY

Tim Scoones, EP, Winterwatch,
Paul Williams, Series Producer, BBC Wonders of the Monsoon
Bex Hopkins, Head of Production Management at NFTS
Patrick Evans, Producer, BBC Snow Wolf Family & Me
The panel reduced the carbon emissions of their productions by:

• Taking time to question the ways things have always been done;
• Recycling and car sharing;
•	Powering non-TX essential operation by a hybrid solar/
waste vegetable oil generator;

• Powering small remote camera with methanol fuel cells;
• Covering jib to run on methanol;
• Lightweight, flexible solar panels;
•	Teaching students how to use measure and minimise a productionÕs
carbon footprint.

Discussion Highlights

•	Look around for solutions for lighting and power generation, the internet is a really useful
resource for this.

• Saving carbon saves money.
•	As content makers and cultural leaders, when communicating with the public we must set
out to normalise sustainability.

• As far as NHU goes, weÕd like to do a whole lot more.
•	Whilst the value to the audiences of ÔgreenerÕ productions is up for debate, it is difficult
for budget holders to spend more money to reduce their impact. Choosing not to act
sustainably on these grounds however is convenient, easy and often done. We need
to do vastly more, we have our heads in the sand.

•	Sustainability often slips through the net as no one person is held accountable for a
productionÕs environmental impact.

• Employ a Ôstop, look and listenÕ ethos when approaching sustainability.
• There is a need to normalise sustainable practice.

THE INCIDENT

Melanie Dicks, Greenshoot
Caroline Cooper Charles, Producer
Efficient independent features have a much lower carbon footprint
than big budget blockbusters yet opportunities for carbon reduction
exist on both. The Incident received support from the BFI Film Fund
and was selected for a case study on sustainable practice in film.
Caroline and the team worked with Greenshoot to predict the
carbon footprint of the production and then work to reduce it.
Both crew and departmental heads signed up to the productionÕs
environmental goals and were successful in reducing their carbon
footprint by 22% against the initial prediction. This was done by:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Eliminating the use of disposal water bottles;
Banning polystyrene on set;
Establishing a comprehensive recycling system on location;
Energy reduction campaign;
Cast and crew carbon awareness strategy and training;
Farm to plate catering campaign;

• Asset donation.

SCRIPTED SUSTAINABILITY

Gareth Tandy, First Assistant Director, 45 Years
Tim Sealey, Head of Production, RoughCut
Howard Ella, Line Producer, The Interceptor
Patrick Schweitzer, Producer, The Interceptor
Wendy Wright, Line Producer, Casualty
The panel reduced their carbon emissions of their
productions by:

• Using low energy lighting in the studio and location;
• Reducing lighting set up;
• Passing on inedible food waste to local farms;
•	Hybrid electric production vehicles
and cast transportation;

• On set recycling;
• Opt-in policy for all paper work;
• Using local power where possible.

Discussion Highlights

•	Planning at the budgeting stage is key to successful implementation
of sustainability initiatives. The panel recognised there is a need for
guidance at the budgeting stage.

•	Be aware of any additional costs, they are manageable with
sufficient planning.

•	There are savings to be made as well with green initiatives;
on The Interceptor, a multi-million pound television shoot,
embracing sustainability to be a cost neutral exercise.

•	Health and safely is not optional, as an industry we have to
behave responsibly. We need to mirror this approach with
regards to sustainability.

•	A producerÕs ability to minimise a productionÕs carbon footprint can
be greatly amplified with support from the commissioner.

•	If you feel passionate, make a fuss! On balance most suggestions
come from the crew.

•	The progress in the last two years has been impressive, here are more

supporters of sustainable practice in the supply chain than ever before.

•	Night shoots and long shots continue to be a challenge with low

energy lighting, but largely all other lighting needs can be serviced
by more efficient technology.

•	Setting sustainability criteria as a key deliverable is a quick ÔwinÕ,

it has already proved to be a successful way of doing things with
some broadcasters.

•	To progress this issue further we need to standardise the acceptable
environmental standards for productions.

Want to green your production supply chain?

We need to communicate better about
sustainability within the production
environment, across the industry and
with audiences.
Top tips to make your production more sustainable:

• Swot up on low energy lighting opportunities
•	Repurpose or recycle everything,
there will be a supplier who can help you

•
•
•
•
•

Plan your green activity well in advance
Get senior support for your plans
Use low carbon means of transport
Hire local expertise rather than transporting crew
Tell us about your achievements so we can shout about them!

Got a question or have some feedback?
Holler at us… albert@bafta.org

Alternative power
generators
Arcola Energy
BAE systems
Ecocetera
Firefly Solar
Fuel Cell Systems
Light Green Power
Midas
Biodegradable dining
London Biopackaging
Vegware
Low energy lighting
Gekko
Green Kit
Panalux
Stage Electrics
White Lights
Finding local crew
Creative England
Eyefish
Natural History Network
Production support
Greenshoot

Unit base
Brightlights
Elliott
Loowatt
T.C.P.
Paper-free working
Cinecore
Dramatify
iAnnotate
Melusyn
Transport
Climatecars
Green Planet Logistics
Thriev
WestOne Cars
Supplying water
sustainably
1st4 Thirst
AquaAid
Thirst Solution
Water Mills
Greener office
supplies
Harmless Packaging
The Green Office

Donation
and recycling
BIO Collectors
ChildrenÕs Scrap Project
Collect Eco
Drsd
FareShare
Furnish
RePaint
ReStore
Scenery Salvage
Set Exchange
set-a-side
Green minded
caterers
DARU
Just Perfect Catering
Scene Cuisine
Squid Pear
Tele-cater
The Fat Carrot
Branded reusables
AllEvents
Enviropack
Envirozest
Ethical Nation
Event Merchandising

Or for more information get yourself over to mediagreenhouse.co.uk/suppliers
or greeningfilm.com/sustainable-services

